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How is the Network 
Characterized?"

Some Definitions"

•  Host – computer, iPhone, PDA, ..."
•  Packet – unit of transmission across a network"

•  Link – used to transmit bits, pipe"
•  Wire or wireless, broadcast or switched (or both)"

•  Switch – used to move bits between links"
•  Packet switching: stateless, store & forward"

•  Circuit switching: stateful, cut through"

"

Simple Network Model"

•  Network is a “pipe” connecting two hosts"
"
"

"
"
•  Basic Metrics"

•  Bandwidth, latency, overhead, error rate, and message size"

Packets"

Performance Metrics"

•  Bandwidth: number of bits transmitted per unit of time"
•  Total latency (time) = Propagation + Transmit + Queue"

•  Propagation delay = Distance/SpeedOfLight"
•  Transmit time = Size/Bandwidth"
•  Queue delay = Time packets spend in router queues (often negligible)"

•  Overhead"
•  # secs for CPU to put message on wire (often negligible)"

•  Error rate"
•  Probability P that message will not arrive intact"

•  Message size"
•  Avg size of packets"

“Latency”"

Bandwidth"

Bandwidth vs. Latency"

Prop delay: 1 ms Prop delay: 100 ms 

Bandwidth: 1 Mbps 1,008 µs 100,008 µs 
Bandwidth: 100 Mbps 1,000 µs 100,000 µs 

1 Byte Object!

Prop delay: 1 ms Prop delay: 100 ms 

Bandwidth: 1 Mbps 80.001 s 80.1 s 
Bandwidth: 100 Mbps .801 s .9 s 

10 MB Object!

•  Desirable network qualities based on application semantics"

Types of Connections"

•  Point-to-point"

•  Multiple access"

Host
Host

Link
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Types of Connections"

•  Switched"

Types of Connections"

•  Interconnection of networks"

R R 

R 

Internet = Network of Networks"

•  Network delivers packets (and locates hosts)"
•  Router (gateway) moves packets between 

networks"
•  Software layer: IP interoperability on top of 

any potential network or link layer"
•  Modem, Ethernet, token ring, cell phone, ADSL, 

cable modem, smoke signals, …"

•  Minimum possible requirements on underlying 
networks"

Network Layering"

Layering in Network Design"

•  Computer system design is often about defining the 
right set of abstractions"
•  What services do apps require from the bare hardware?"

Don’t force each app to re-implement the same functionality"

•  Operating systems are all about abstractions"
What set of services do you put on top of the hardware?"

•  Network links hand a frame to the operating system"
•  But what abstraction does the application desire?"
•  Do all applications need the same abstraction?"
•  What abstractions do intermediate hosts (routers) in the 

network need?"

Layering in Network Design"

•  Encapsulate each layer in lower-layer format"
•  Ethernet’s view of the world"

•  IP View"

•  TCP View"

Header" Payload"

Header" Payload"

Header" Payload"

Eth" Payload"IP" TCP" HTTP"

Reality"

S
S

S

S

S
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TCP Connection Teardown"

•  Each side of a TCP connection can 
independently close the connection"
•  Thus, possible to have a half duplex connection"

•  Possible problems?"
•  Solutions?"

•  Closing process sends a FIN message"
•  Waits for ACK of FIN to come back"

•  This side of the connection is now closed"

Reliability, First Cut: Stop and Wait"

Time" Packet"

ACK"

T
im

eo
ut"

Sender" Receiver"

•  Reliability, two principal mechanisms: "
•  ACKs and timeouts"

•  Send a packet, stop and wait until acknowledgement 
arrives before sending next packet "

•  Problems?"

Recovering From Error"

Packet"

ACK"

T
im

eo
ut"

Packet"

ACK"

T
im

eo
ut"

Packet"

T
im

eo
ut"

Packet"

ACK"

T
im

eo
ut"

T
im

e"

Packet"

ACK"

T
im

eo
ut"

Packet"

ACK"

T
im

eo
ut"

ACK lost" Packet lost" Early timeout/"
Delayed ACK"

Problems with Stop and Wait"

•  How to recognize a duplicate transmission?"
•  Solution: Put sequence number in packet"

•  Performance"
•  Unless Latency-Bandwidth product is very small,  

sender cannot “fill the pipe”"
•  Solution: Sliding window protocol with 

dynamically changing window size"

Keeping the Pipe Full"

•  Bandwidth-Delay product measures network capacity"
•  How much data can you put into the network before the first byte 

reaches receiver"

•  Stop and Wait: 1 data packet per RTT (round trip time)"
•  Compute throughput of 1.5-Mbps link with 45-ms RTT and 1KByte data 

packet"
•  With Stop-and-wait: 182-Kbps throughput"

•  1 Kbyte = 1024x8 bits, Throughput = 8192 bits / 45 ms = 182 Kbps"

•  Ideally, send enough packets to fill the pipe before requiring first 
ACK packet"

Bandwidth"

Delay"
(or roundtrip latency)"

How Do We Keep the Pipe Full?"

•  Send multiple packets without waiting for "
"first to be ACK’d"

•  Reliable, unordered delivery:"
•  Send new packet after each ACK"
•  Sender keeps list of unACK’d packets; "
"resends after timeout"

•  Ideally, first ACK arrives immediately "
"after pipe is filled"
•  Opens up another “slot”"

•  Example: 10 Mbps link, 100 ms RTT:"
•  How much data is needed to keep pipe full?"

•  10x106bps * 100x10-3s = 1,000,000 bits = 125 KB"

latency = propagation + transmit + queue
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Protocols"
•  Protocol: An agreement between two “parties” as to how 

information is to be transmitted"
•  More valuable with more users"

•  How do we introduce new protocols if everyone must agree?"

•  Network protocols are typically implemented in software"
•  Adds overhead to communication"

•  Network bandwidth versus application throughput"

•  Small matter of code (rather than hardware) to deploy new 
protocol"

•  Examples"
•  Internet Protocol (IP): global packet transmission/addressing"

•  Transmission Control Protocol (TCP): reliable byte stream"

OSI Model"

Presentation"

Application"

Session"

Transport"

Network"

Data link"

Physical"

Ultimate data!
destination"

Format!
conversion"

Reliable, ordered"
delivery"

Routing/!
Internetworking"

Data framing"
over links"

Bits on!
the wire"

Interaction across!
presentation"

Presentation"

Application"

Session"

Transport"

Network"

Data link"

Physical"

Web browser"

ASCII/XDR"

Restartable file!
transfer"

TCP"

IP"

Ethernet, WiFi"

SONET, 100BT"

Example!Function!

OSI Model"

Presentation"

Application"

Session"

Transport"

Network"

Data link"

Physical"

Ultimate data!
destination"

Format!
conversion"

Reliable, ordered"
delivery"

Routing/!
Internetworking"

Data framing"
over links"

Bits on!
the wire"

Interaction across!
presentation"

Function!

Where does security go?"

What about reliability?"
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CSCI 339!
Distributed Systems"

Lecture 3"
Feb 13, 2014"

Administrative Details"

•  Web server is due Wed, Feb 26 at 11:59pm"
•  You are behind if you haven’t already spent at least 2 hours on it"
•  Simon’s hours: Sun 7pm-10pm, Thur 9pm-11pm"

•  First “written homework” is due now"
•  Note: HTTP/1.1 “Host” header – required by protocol"

•  GET / HTTP/1.1"
"Host: bengali.cs.williams.edu:8888"

•  “…allows the origin server or gateway to differentiate between 
internally-ambiguous URLs, such as the root "/" URL of a server 
for multiple host names on a single IP address…” "

•  “A client MUST include a Host header field in all HTTP/1.1 
request messages.”"

2"

Last Time"

•  Discussed sockets "
•  Reviewed threads vs. processes vs. event queue"
•  Note: the “select” system call is essential for the 

event queue model"

•  Learned about network “layers” "

3"

Today’s Outline"

•  Discuss Internet routing"
•  This is an overview!  In a networks course we’d 

spend weeks on this topic…"

•  Discuss E2E argument and its merits"
•  Begin discussing TCP and UDP (layer 4 

protocols)"

4"

OSI Model"

•  OSI standardized before implemented"
•  IETF philosophy: “We reject kings, presidents, and voting.  

We believe in rough consensus and working code”"
•  IETF requires two working/interoperable versions before 

considering a standard"

•  Modular design, but some boundaries are arbitrary"
•  Why seven layers?"

•  What exactly is the session layer?"
•  Basic network functionality exists at multiple layers"
"

Internet Architecture"

•  IP Hourglass:"
NFS" HTTP" email" rlogin"

RPC"

Telecollaboration"

TCP"
RSVP"

IP"

Ethernet" ATM" packet radio"

UDP"

SONET"

PPP"

air"

modem"

100BT"

•  Layering not strict"
•  Can define new abstractions on any existing protocol"
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 Layering in Internet Applications"

app"

socket"

TCP"

IP"

ether"

user"

kernel"

copy"

copy"

Packet!
arrives"

TCP!
revc"

hw intr"

sw intr"

task context"

•  Bottlenecks"
•  Boundary crossings"
•  Copies"
•  Context switches"

•  Layering is a nice way to 
logically consider 
protocols"
•  May not lead to fastest 

implementation"
•  But! Processors are 

getting faster… people 
are getting more 
expensive"

7"

Encapsulation"

Presentation"

Application"

Session"

Transport"

Network!

Data link!

Physical"

Presentation"

Application"

Session"

Transport"

Network!

Data link!

Physical"

Payload"HTTP"

Payload"HTTP"TCP"

IP" Payload"HTTP"TCP"

IP" Payload"HTTP"TCP"ETH"

Payload"HTTP"

Payload"HTTP"TCP"

IP" Payload"HTTP"TCP"

IP" Payload"HTTP"TCP"ETH"

Sender" Receiver " 8"

Datalink Layer (Layer 2): !
Ethernet/WiFi"

•  Ethernet frame format"

Preamble" Dst Addr" Src Addr"
Length/

Type" DATA"
Error 
Check"

IP! Payload!HTTP!TCP!

9"

Network Layer (Layer 3): !
Internet Protocol (IP)"

•  Service mode: best effort"
•  No guarantees about reliable, in-order, or error-free delivery"

•  Enables IP to “run over anything” (e.g., any type of network)"

Version" HLen" TOS" Length"

Identification" Flags" Offset"

TTL" Protocol" Header Checksum"

Source IP Addr"

Destination IP Addr"

Options (variable)"

Data"

Pad (variable)"

Payload!HTTP!TCP!

10"

IP Address Allocation"

•  Originally, 4 address classes"
•  “A”: 0 | 7 bit network | 24 bit host (1M each)"
•  “B”: 10 | 14 bit network | 16 bit host (64K)"
•  “C”: 110 | 21 bit network | 8 bit host (255)"
•  “D”: 1110 | 28 bit multicast group #"

•  Assign network # centrally, host # locally"
•  Williams probably has class B address "

•  Prefix = 137.165 = 10001001.10100101"

•  We are running out of IP addresses!"
•  (See xkcd and wikipedia)"

11"

Routing: What Happens When 
You Click on a Web Link?"

12"
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Your computer

Broadcast: Hi, I’m new to the network!

Hi, I assigned you IP 139.140.235.145,
DNS is at 139.140.9.20,

gateway router is at 139.140.235.129

Local DHCP
server
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What Happens When You Click !
on a Web Link?"

Internet!

Your computer! www.google.com!

?!

13"

Steps in Retrieving a Web Page"

•  Extract hostname from URL"
•  http://www.google.com/foo  www.google.com"

•  Use DNS to translate www.google.com to IP address"
•  IP address used for Internet routing"

•  Establish a TCP (socket) connection to 74.125.225.83"
•  Protocol agreement for browser and server to speak HTTP"
•  TCP handles network problems (drops, corruption, etc.)"

•  TCP layered on top of IP/Ethernet"

•  Routers determine efficient path to 74.125.225.83"

14"

Different Kinds of Addresses"

•  Domain name (e.g. www.google.com)!
•  Global, human readable!

•  IP Address (e.g. 74.125.225.83)"
•  Global, works across all networks"

•  Some “special” IP addrs are not global… (192.168…)"

•   Ethernet (e.g. 08-00-2b-18-bc-65)"
•  Local; only useful on a particular network"
•  BUT each Ethernet address is globally unique!"

15"

Domain name to IP address: !
Domain Name System (DNS)"

Local"
 DNS server"
(137.165.8.2)"

What’s the IP address for www.google.com?"

Your computer"
(137.165.10.100)"

Oh, you can find it at 74.125.225.83!

But how do we know how to find 137.165.8.2?"

16"

How Do We Know !
Our DNS Server?"

•  IP cannot be configured into hosts when they are produced"

•  DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) allows for 
dynamic assignment of IP addresses"

•  When host needs config info, broadcast DHCPDISCOVER"

•  But we still need to know the MAC address in order to 
communicate…we eventually need to get to the lowest layer"

17"

IP address to MAC Address: !
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)"

Ethernet"

Broadcast: Anyone know the !
Ethernet address for 137.165.8.2?!

Ethernet"

Unicast: Yes, I’m at!
08-00-2b-18-bc-65!

(137.165.10.100)" (137.165.8.2)"

Ethernet addresses are only helpful on our local network. Matching 
IP address prefixes tell us that we are on the same network!"

Same IP prefix: 137.165"

18"

(139.140.110.78) (139.140.9.20)

139.140.9.20?

139.140
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•  Local; only useful on a particular network"
•  BUT each Ethernet address is globally unique!"

15"

Domain name to IP address: !
Domain Name System (DNS)"

Local"
 DNS server"
(137.165.8.2)"

What’s the IP address for www.google.com?"

Your computer"
(137.165.10.100)"

Oh, you can find it at 74.125.225.83!

But how do we know how to find 137.165.8.2?"

16"

How Do We Know !
Our DNS Server?"

•  IP cannot be configured into hosts when they are produced"

•  DHCP (Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) allows for 
dynamic assignment of IP addresses"

•  When host needs config info, broadcast DHCPDISCOVER"

•  But we still need to know the MAC address in order to 
communicate…we eventually need to get to the lowest layer"

17"

IP address to MAC Address: !
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP)"

Ethernet"

Broadcast: Anyone know the !
Ethernet address for 137.165.8.2?!

Ethernet"

Unicast: Yes, I’m at!
08-00-2b-18-bc-65!

(137.165.10.100)" (137.165.8.2)"

Ethernet addresses are only helpful on our local network. Matching 
IP address prefixes tell us that we are on the same network!"

Same IP prefix: 137.165"

18"

(139.140.235.145) (139.140.9.20)
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4 

Finding Google"

•  So now we know Google’s IP address…"

•  Google’s IP address prefix doesn’t match our IP 
address prefix"

•  We must go through our gateway router"

•  Update Ethernet address of our packet so that 
destination Ethernet addr is the address of our router 
(but never change IP address!)"

19"

How Does a Packet Get Through 
the Internet?"

"
"
"
"
"R"

R"

R"

R"R"H"H"

H"

H"

H"

R"

R"H"

R"

Routers send packet 
to next closest point"

H: Hosts"

R: Routers"

Each router uses IP prefix matching to get our packet one step 
closer to Google.  Dest Ethernet addr on packet gets updated 

with each hop!  Dest IP addr never changes…  "

74.125.225.83!
137.165.10.100!

20"

How Do the Routers Know 
Where to Send Data?"

•  Forwarding tables at each router"
•  Original Internet: manual update"
•  Today: automatic update based on “cost”"
•  Link State Protocol"

•  Broadcast local connectivity information throughout 
the network"

•  Maintain table of cost to get to other destinations"
•  Choose path with smallest cost (remember Dijkstra’s?)"

21"

Link State Example"
•  Flood following information through the network"

•  A: (AC,1) (AB,1)"
•  B: (BA,1) (BC,4)"
•  C: (CA,1) (CB,4) (CD,2)"
•  D: (DC,2) (DE,3)"
•  E: (ED,3)"

•  Each host runs Dijkstra’s algorithm to find shortest path 
to all other hosts"
"

A"

B"

C" D E"

1"

4"

1"
2" 3"

22"

Have Address, Know How to 
Route, Now Send Data"

•  So now we know how to find Google and send data"
•  Real networks must deal with congestion, bit errors, 

etc. that occur during data transmission"
•  Data can be corrupted"

•  Data can get lost"
•  Data might not fit in a single packet"

•  Data can be delivered in the wrong order"
•  …"

23"

What If the Data Gets Corrupted?"

Internet!
GET iex.html"GET index.html"

IP" TCP" Data" TCP Packet Format

sequence number

acknowledgement number

source port destination port

window sizereservedheader
length

U
R
G

A
C
K

P
S
H

R
S
T

S
Y
N

F
I
N

0 15  16

TCP checksum urgent pointer

options (if any)

data (if any)

31

20 
bytes

Solution:  Add a checksum "

24"

139.140.110.78


